


 Universities are regarded highest temples of 
learning

 Learning included: Teaching and Research
 Teaching is primary and mandatory. Teaching is primary and mandatory.
 Research is Secondary and optional
 Has teaching any Methodology? If Yes why there 

is no focus on it?
 In every PG Course, more particularly in 

humanities  Research Methodology is a 
compulsory subject



 Many students learn teaching from their 
teachers. It goes without saying that all 
students can talk about which professors 
they like, those they don't, and why! Students they like, those they don't, and why! Students 
can also remember what and how they 
learned in various classes and are said to 
appreciate that learning long after they 
graduate



 We have seldom encouraged new teachers to 
study the methodology of classroom teaching 
There has long been an assumption in that since 
the new teachers were once students, they 
intuitively understand how to conduct lectures, intuitively understand how to conduct lectures, 
plan and direct seminar activities, engage 
students in problem-based classes and 
simulations, and perform traditional Socratic 
exercises. Experience suggests that this is a false 
assumption, but the attitude continues to prevail 
today 



 Sarah Deel: Finding my teaching Voice
 As I gained teaching experience, I realized 

that I was still not very comfortable in the 
class room . I was nervous about teaching and class room . I was nervous about teaching and 
had a lot of doubt about whether or not I was 
doing the best job I could. I was in my class 
room but was not certain I belonged there

 I was always wondering what tone I should 
take with my students and how do I convince 
them  



 I had to go back and look at my experience in 
College

 I tried to recollected: How did the good 
professors interact with the studentsprofessors interact with the students

 Some of the well liked professors were 
comedians : Class was energetic and amusing

 Some were young laidback and easy to relate



 For a long time,  I tried to emulate the popular 
professors

 My Jokes were either ill timed or garnered me 
blank looks or an avoidance of eye contactblank looks or an avoidance of eye contact

 I did not like laid back approach even as  student
 I  am also not a man : I will never have a deep 

booming lecture voice I admire
 I could not construct my teaching voice from 

other peoples qualities no matter how much I 
admire them 



 I embraced the idea that there are many ways to 
be an effective teacher

 This realization has been key turning point in 
how I see other teachers and I see my self as a how I see other teachers and I see my self as a 
teacher

 I realized that there are other equally effective 
ways to teach

 Adopted sermon of Parker Palmer: the more you 
bring your self to your teaching the better 
teacher you will be



 Teachers are born and not made
 I Disagree : They may be born but they certainly 

can be shaped and possibly made
 A man asked an artist--how do you make such  A man asked an artist--how do you make such 

beautiful things from stone
 He replied: Beauty is already hidden there ; I just 

removed extra stone
 Education is drawing out best out of body, mind 

and soul [M. Gandhi]  
 Education is direction and encouragement            

[ Thomas F Green]







 A teacher is a teacher 
 Before, in and after the class















 Enjoy teaching 
 Have passion
 Be committed

Be guide lead from the front Be guide lead from the front
 Be friend; you are second parent
 Be Model, you are being followed
















Anyone who stops learning is old, whether at twenty or eighty. Anyone 
who keeps learning stays young. 

To teach is to learn twice 

Teachers should guide without dictating, and participate without Teachers should guide without dictating, and participate without 
dominating 

The critical factor is not class size but rather the nature of the teaching 
as it affects learning. 

LEARNING NEVER ENDS



 If   You cannot measure it
 You cannot improve it

So Evaluation is important So Evaluation is important



 Specific
 Measurable
 Achievable

Realistic Realistic
 Timed

 These have major implications for planning. 
However….











































 Attempt/Answer
 Avoid repetition
 Plan your question paper; Ask questions according to 

marks
 Use easy to understand language
 Testing/Foxing Testing/Foxing
 Understand purpose of question/information/knowledge/ 

application

 Avoid words :like what do you know? Do you agree? What 
is your opinion? 

 Avoid write short notes on the follow
 Take care of common practices, sensitivities, religious 

beliefs etc 




